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Gynt in society clothes, an egoistic opportunist, and
a political phrase-maker; he finds himself., against
his intention, hoisted on to the democratic platform;
and he has no compunction in deserting to the
opposite side—this is the pivot round which the plot
turns—when he sees it to be to his advantage. The
main interest of the play for us to-day is that germs
are to be detected in it of the better things that were to
come. Here Ibsen opens his campaign against
society; intones the watchword of the next three
dramas : " Death to the lie of society !?> It is these
dramas that I propose to deal with this afternoon.
In 1874 Ibsen paid a visit to Norway, the first since
he had left it in 1864. And in April 1875, he moved
from Dresden to Miinchen, which remained his home
until 1891, with only one considerable break when he
again took up for a time his abode in Rome. In 1891
he definitely settled in Kristiania. Ibsen loved the
art-metropolis of Bavaria, and although neither its art
nor its theatres seem to have had much influence on
his work, it must be put to the credit of this city that
his world-fame was there established.
That world-fame begins with The Pillars of Society^
which was completed in 1877. This play enjoyed a
great popularity in its day, and stands, now that we are
able to view it in a historical perspective, for a very
definite turning-point in the evolution of the European
—or, at least, of the North European—drama. Its
vitality and validity have now passed, but it is still
effective on the stage, and well worthy of careful
attention. It is the starting-point for Ibsen's new art.
Again Ibsen introduces us to the society of a
provincial Norwegian town—this time, quite definitely
Skien—and proceeds, in an effectively constructed
plot, to strip its " pillars" of the feathers in which
they strut; to show that their vaunted public service is
nothing more than hypocritical self-interest. The
central figure, Consul Bernick, the chief pillar, has
risen to quite considerable respectability and wealth;

